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E D IT O R ' S  L E T T E R
By Tanja Kern, Associate Publisher & Editorial Director

An Innovation-Packed Show Season

Karndean Design�ooring spokeswoman Mina Starsiak Hawk spoke at TISE 2022. Floor Trends will be back this year with more
reporting from the show �oor. Photo: TISE.

We’re packing our most comfortable shoes (okay, and maybe one pair of heels) and charging our battery packs in

anticipation of a whirlwind trade show season. Just coming off of Mohawk Edge Summit in Nashville in December, we

have had a couple of weeks to catch our collective breaths over the holidays. Next up this month: the CCA Global

Winter Convention in Phoenix, followed by Domotex Hannover, the Shaw Flooring Network in Atlanta, the Mohawk

Roadshow, and the regional markets, and then The International Surface Event (TISE). Whew!

We won’t be sleeping, that’s for sure. Floor Trends will be there, reporting every step of the way: new technologies,

trending 2023 styles and doing interviews with the leaders and newcomers in our industry.

I am very excited about the opportunities for networking for women in the industry. The Women of CCA will experience

breathtaking views and the native cultures of the southwest. Set atop North Mountain in Phoenix, a private dinner

event at a Different Point of View promises epic panoramas of the Valley's desert landscape, the city's twinkling lights,

and Arizona's colorful landscapes.

At TISE, Women of the Flooring Industry (WIFI) plans to launch its much-anticipated mentorship group, which will

connect like-minded women. Many thanks to a fantastic mentorship planning committee for taking on this momentous

task.

Speaking of momentous, do you have an innovative new product or service you want to launch to the �ooring industry?

TISE announced a cool new feature for this year’s show: the Startup Station. This is a new area in the exhibit hall that

will feature six startup companies who are now launching into the market.

Innovators who have been in the market for less than two years are invited to apply for consideration. Accepted

companies will receive a complimentary turnkey booth space inside the dedicated Startup Station Pavilion in a high-

pro�le location in the exhibit hall. In addition, they will also receive a marketing package to ensure maximum exposure

for their company as the TISE event assists as a launch pad for industry exposure for their new products or services. To

learn more, visit intlsurfaceevent.com.

Be well, travel light, and see you on the show �oors!

Tanja Kern, associate publisher and editorial director of Floor Trends, joined BNP Media  in 2016. With more than 20 years of

editorial and strategic communications experience in  architecture and design, Tanja combines her journalistic acumen with a

passion for �ooring. She has a master’s degree in journalism from Northwestern University’s Medill School of Journalism.

https://www.floortrendsmag.com/
https://www.intlsurfaceevent.com/en/exhibit/startup-station.html
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Stanton Helps Create a Home
Away from Home

Stanton supplied all of the LVP throughout the guest rooms at Ronald McDonald House of the Greater Hudson Valley as well as Stanton
Street commercial carpet tile for the corridors and common areas.

Aiming to create “an atmosphere of comfort, hope and courage,” the Ronald McDonald House of the Greater Hudson

Valley unveiled a renovation, featuring �ooring by Stanton Carpet.

Twenty designers teamed up for the Designing Home Showhouse, chaired by designer Corey Damon Jenkins, organized

by American Society of Interior Designers (ASID) and Aspire Design magazine.

The Ronald McDonald House of the Greater Hudson Valley provides families with critically ill and traumatically injured

children an atmosphere of comfort, hope and courage, keeping them close to the care and resources they need. The

house has 12 bedrooms that are �lled to capacity almost every night. 

“Our mission was to transform the Ronald McDonald House to create a comforting space that promotes healing and

fosters an atmosphere of peace and hope for families stricken with a sick child," said Katherine McGowen, president,

ASID NY Metro. "This certainly could not have happened without the dedication, talent and donations from our

extremely generous designers. We are thrilled to be unveiling the spaces and are humbled and inspired by the care and

effort each and every designer has put into creating a place of comfort for the families that will use this beautifully

renovated home.”

In partnership with three of Stanton’s local retailers—Carpet Trends, Fenway Floors and Allen Carpet—Stanton was able to generously
supply the labor for the installations throughout the entire facility.  

The project includes a complete remodel of the house, with the help of generous leaders in the interior design industry.

Twenty designers’ creations included: two corridors, 13 en-suite bedrooms and bathrooms, two family laundry rooms, a

lobby and vestibule, a conference room, a family pantry, a second �oor family study and relaxation space, a day room, a

public restroom and of�ce space. Stanton supplied all of the LVP throughout the guest rooms as well as Stanton Street

commercial carpet tile for the corridors and common areas.

In partnership with three of Stanton’s local retailers—Carpet Trends, Fenway Floors and Allen Carpet—Stanton was

also able to generously supply the labor for the installations throughout the entire facility.

“Stanton is thrilled to be able to align our efforts and support RMH along with so many talented designers, and our

valued retail partners.  Their design and installation expertise coupled with our decorative �ooring solutions resulted in

elevated style, functionality and complete and total comfort throughout the entire home” notes senior director of

marketing, Christine Zampaglione.  “The design talent was unparalleled and each designer truly created a unique respite

space for families that are going through the unimaginable.”  

Designers did makeovers of 13 en-suite bedrooms to create an atmosphere of comfort, hope and courage.

Families are stronger when they are together, and by keeping them close, Ronald McDonald House plays a role in the

healing and coping process.

“We are thrilled about this collaboration and the transformation that Designing Hope has brought to the Ronald

McDonald House,” said Christina Riley, executive director, RMHGHV. “The thoughtful care each and every designer has

put into this project is inspiring. In just a few months, they have accomplished what we at Ronald McDonald House

strive to achieve everyday; making families feel at home, even when they can’t be.”

For more information on Designing Hope or to make a donation, please visit rmhghv.org.

http://www.rmhghv.org/
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R E TA I L  I N S I G H T

Floor360 Celebrates Silver Anniversary

Employing nearly 60 people, Floor360 offers high-style �ooring in the Milwaukee and Madison, Wisconsin. Photo: Floor360.

For 25 years, Floor360 has been installing high-fashion �ooring in the Madison and Milwaukee, Wisconsin, markets.

Employing nearly 60 people, owner and president Ryan Koechel said the company installs more �oors in new

Wisconsin homes than any other �ooring company and provides interior makeovers free of charge to non-pro�ts by

leading the Design for a Difference movement in Madison and Milwaukee.

“Our company, which focuses on design and customer service, was founded in the 1990s. As our business has grown

and our team has expanded, we have survived, succeeded and grown,” said Ryan Koechel, owner and president of

Floor360. “We’re thankful for our current and future team members, customers and partners, as well as those who

support our charitable efforts.”

Floor360 has built its reputation on high-style and high-end carpet, rugs and wood �ooring. Photo: Floor360.

Bob Tobe and Laurie Tobe founded Wisconsin Flooring Company on January 8, 1998, which was later re-branded

Floor360. The retailer now has a 10,000-square-foot showroom located in the Design Mart in Madison, along with a

10,000-square-foot showroom in Milwaukee.

The company’s original mission from its inception in 1998 remains the same today: to bring design visions to life by

offering quality �ooring at competitive pricing with superior design expertise and excellent customer service.

The company teamed up with Duchateau in 2019 to sell high-end wood �ooring. Nature’s perfect surface, hardwood,

covers the �oor to ceiling in this area. Duchateau offers an entire collection of wall coverings in addition to the �nest

hardwood �ooring in a variety of colors and styles. This room is a showcase for what the Floor360 installation team can

do with a chevron �oor and geometric patterns on the wall.

The company’s original mission from its inception in 1998 remains the same today: to bring design visions to life by offering quality
�ooring at competitive pricing with superior design expertise and excellent customer service. Photo: Floor360.

Through an agreement with Kashou Carpets, Floor360 also operates a separate creative space, Kashou Design Studio,

which features high-end soft surfaces. Bob Kashou’s grandfather opened Kashou Carpets in Milwaukee over 100 years

ago, importing the �nest rugs from around the world and installing the best carpeting. 

The entrance to Kashou Design Studio is inside Floor360, and is visible through a glass panel wall with a FLOOR360

logo. The carpet area inside the studio features the �nest brands like Antrim from Stanton, Silver Creek Carpet from

Bloomsburg, Nourison, Stark Studio Rugs and the Dabbieri Collection. Floor360 is also the only showroom where you

can �nd custom made luxury creations from J. Leigh Carpets in the state of Wisconsin. The entire design-driven carpet

collection was curated with the discerning design professional in mind.

In 2015, Floor360 began sponsoring Design for a Difference interior makeovers of Madison area non-pro�t facilities. Photo: Floor360.

In 2015, Floor360 began sponsoring Design for a Difference interior makeovers of Madison area non-pro�t facilities,

followed by the addition of Design for a Difference-Milwaukee in 2019. The makeovers rely 100% on the generosity of

Madison and Milwaukee interior designers who devote six months to planning and an army of businesses and

volunteers who donate money, time, labor and materials to complete each project. Cumulatively over time and six
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5 Fresh Builder Trends for 2023

If the pandemic proved anything, it's that people crave frequent social interaction. So much so that there's one popular design element
making a big comeback—centered all around bringing communities closer together. Photo: Taylor Morrison

The way we perceive and interact with the environment around us has a direct impact on our comfort, health and

happiness. This year, the feeling of warmth, comfort and an increased focus on community and connections are driving

home building trends in 2023. Here are �ve of the top trends designers are anticipating for the year.

1 Soft Transitional

Throughout the country, craftsmen and farmhouse designs have reigned supreme over other styles. However,

homeowners are starting to show an appetite for exterior designs that are a mix of both traditional and modern styles

too—also known as "soft transitional." According to a John Burns Real Estate Consulting survey of 1,184 homeowners,

50 percent of homeowners in California prefer a mix of traditional and modern designs, compared to 34 percent of

buyers in the Northwest.

"Modern farmhouse continues across the country, but right alongside that is modern contemporary, transitional styles.

These designs continue to grow in popularity on both the inside and outside of our homes," said Taylor Morrison's vice

president of product design Brian Juedes.

Fresh styles and ease of maintenance are encouraging builders and homeowners to take another look at laminate �ooring. Photo: Taylor
Morrison.

2 Passionate About Laminate

When it comes to durability, price and appearance, laminate �ooring is a popular alternative to traditional hardwood.

"Laminate �ooring combines the beauty of wood with the toughness of an engineered material. Manufacturers are now

able to capture the beauty of a realistic hardwood aesthetic, not only from a color standpoint, but also when it comes to

touch and feel," said Lee Crowder, national director of design and model experience for national home builder Taylor

Morrison. "Laminate is easier to maintain than wood and is a �ooring that will perform better and last longer."

3 Meet the neighbors

If the pandemic proved anything, it's that people crave frequent social interaction. So much so that there's one popular

design element making a big comeback—centered all around bringing communities closer together.

"No matter where it is—be it the back, side or front of a home—more connection between inside and outside living is a

growing trend," Juedes said. "And the addition of fresh air and natural lighting also boasts important health bene�ts."

In addition to fostering a sense of community, front yard living speaks to the overarching trend of indoor and outdoor

connectivity.

Known a “tech spaces”, smaller alcoves conserve square footage and offer a sense of comfort and privacy when working from home.
Photo: Taylor Morrison.

4 Home Of�ce Gets a Makeover
 With remote and �exible work here to stay, the industry is seeing a new iteration of of�ce spaces into home

architectural plans. Known as “tech spaces,” these smaller alcoves conserve square footage and offer a sense of comfort

and privacy when working from home. 
 

"As long as there are companies allowing employees the �exibility to work from home, we need to accommodate that in

our home designs. No one wants to be working from a kitchen island anymore," Juedes said. Rather than sharing one

full-sized of�ce, homebuyers can opt for two smaller tech spaces—which is especially bene�cial for households with

multiple individuals working from home.
 

Adding soft, warm tones and light wood accents can immediately add warmth and bring cool tones into the new trends we are seeing
today. Photo: Taylor Morrison.

5 Warm Whites
 

The last few years have been dominated by a simple color palette consisting of bright whites and cool greys. Now

moving away from this trend, many homeowners are opting for more colorful design options. But what about those who

designed their homes around the all-white trend, and are now seeing their homes phase out of style?

"Adding soft, warm tones and light wood accents can immediately add warmth and bring cool tones into the new trends

we are seeing today," Crowder said.
 

Sherwin-Williams' Color of the Year, Redend Point is an example of a warm color that pairs especially well with cooler

tones. Named after a sandstone rock formation in the United Kingdom, Redend Point is an example of nature

highlighting how some colors work well together.

“In photos of the formation, you can see the reddish-sand color of the rock wall paired with the gray pebbles on the

beach. If nature can pull off a combo of warm and cool colors, so can you," Crowder said.
 

https://www.floortrendsmag.com/products/category/2166-books
https://www.floortrendsmag.com/


TISE SNEAK PEEK

Surfaces, a business-to-business �oor covering event under The International Surface Event (TISE), is the largest North

American �ooring event serving all of the �oor covering industry, bringing together buyers and sellers from around the

world to see the latest �oor covering products, tools, trends, services and technologies. Here’s a preview of new

products you’ll see at the show.
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Daltile

FloorCloud

Karndean

I4F

Mapei

Merkrete

Mohawk

AHF Products

Unilin

Rubi Tools

Schönox

Shaw

Valinge



# S T YL E S T O R IE S

10 Trends in Design

It’s an exciting time for design as interior designers in residential and hospitality spaces are looking to make bolder

design choices and incorporate more natural materials. Here are 10 trends spotted among designers for 2023.

Natural materials are always in style, but lately, they seem to have hit a high point in popularity as shown in this photo by Nested Interior
Design. Photo: Dominick Barbero.

1 Natural Materials

Natural materials are always in style, but lately, they seem to have hit a high point in popularity. In particular,

homeowners in the Houzz community are installing quartzite and other natural stone countertops, as well as marble tile

and wood cabinets and vanities, especially white oak. Some designers say the surge of interest in natural materials is a

result of some homeowners rethinking manmade materials like engineered quartz that have dominated homes in recent

years and instead are gravitating to natural materials that add character and authenticity to a space. 
 

“Our residential and hospitality clients generally want a warm, natural feel,” said Alexa d'Argencé, senior interior

designer at BAR Architects & Interiors in San Francisco. “Extra points for easy maintenance and durability. Hardwood

�ooring will always be top of the list for that reason. I’ve been specifying Bolon in gyms and hotel corridors for the

contemporary color combinations and clean look and am so happy to see cork is back as it’s warm, well-priced and

environmentally-sound. I also fell in love with the rich texture of Nourison’s Colorado rugs and speci�ed them for area

rugs at our Cove Eleuthera, Bahamas, resort remodel.”

Continuous �oors roll from the shower through the entire space as demonstrated by Shaddock Caldwell Builders and Developers.
Photo: Real Photo Texas.

2 Curbless Showers With Continuous Flooring

Curbless showers have been a popular bathroom feature for many years. Often the shower �ooring material is a

smaller size tile or a different material than the main �ooring in order to provide an adequate nonslip surface in the wet

area. But more recently, many designers are running that mosaic tile �ooring continuously through the entire bathroom,

including the curbless shower area. This approach further enhances the sleek, streamlined effect of a curbless shower

design, extends the nonslip surface and helps a small space appear larger than it is. 

Bold contrast is on trend according to Haven Design and Construction. Photo: Matthew Niemann Photography.

3 Go for Bold

All-white bathroom �nishes continue to dominate homeowners’ choices. But in recent years some people have been

inching toward hits of dark contrasting colors. Navy blue vanities have gained popularity – 7% of homeowners are

installing blue vanities, according to the 2022 U.S. Houzz Bathroom Trends Study – and some homeowners are taking a

step further to the dark side with jet-black vanities and other black details set against crisp white backdrops. The white

�nishes keep things light and airy, while the black creates a touch of drama. Brass details and wood-look tile �ooring

help add warmth to this classic palette. 

“Color and texture are big on trends—people want to feel alive more than ever,” said Maritza Caprio, founder and

principal designer, Maritza Capiro Designs in Coral Gables, Florida. “We are utilizing quite powerful slabs with lots of

colors to create a ‘wow’ statement.”
 

The indoor-outdoor connection is here to stay. Photo: Jackson Design and Remodeling.

4 Connections to the Outdoors

For years, homeowners have craved deep connections to outdoor spaces. Houzz reports that 20% of homeowners are

making their kitchens more open to the outdoors post-renovation. Sliding glass doors that completely open interior

spaces to outdoor areas are at the top of many dream features lists. But many pros on Houzz are helping homeowners

�nd more affordable ways to bring the outdoors in. Adding large windows can maximize views to outdoor spaces and

bring in tons of natural light in a less expensive way than fully glazed walls. Meanwhile, a focus on natural materials and

colors, as well as wallpaper prints that recall nature, are also helping homeowners feel connected to the outdoors. 
 

Natural wood �oors, stone and handmade items create a cozy interior as demonstrated by Swanson Homes and Carbon 6 Interiors.
Photo: Spacecrafting Photography.

5 Modern Rustic Living Rooms

In living rooms, we’re seeing that, among the Houzz community, demand for natural materials is leading to a modern

rustic style that’s both rugged and cozy. Natural stone �replaces and surrounds, wood beams and off-white walls mix

with comfortable furnishings in organic whites, browns and beiges to create an updated look that feels anchored to a

rural past. 

A renewed interest in bright and bold color is one of the most-reported trends from design and remodeling professionals like Andrea
Schumacher Interiors. Photo: Roger Davies.

6 Color

A renewed interest in bright and bold color is one of the most-reported trends from design and remodeling

professionals. The shift away from mostly neutrals and whites is something many pros attribute to the pandemic. These

days, homeowners seem more adventurous and willing to take a chance on creating brighter, more vibrant spaces.

“We are living in a very unconventional time," said Laurie Pressman, vice president, Pantone Color Institute. "Through

the last few years we have gone through so many things, but it has become abundantly clear that our experience with

COVID has played a dominate role, in�uencing us psychologically and physically."

Kitchen palettes are warming up as shown here by Kirby Home Designs and Bryan Lee Builds. Photo: Sarah Strunk.

7 Warm and Soft Kitchens

While pros say a desire for bold color is extending into some kitchens, many report that a lot of homeowners are asking

for a warm and soft style that’s restful and relaxing. Think delicate greige or off-white cabinets, light woods, muted tile,

subdued patterns and warm bronze and brass �nishes.

Tamar Daniel Design showcases layered textures. Photo: Tamar Daniel Design.

8 Layers of Textures

One phrase that has come up again and again in conversations with design professionals is the design community is

“layered texture” in decor, wallpaper, materials and accessories. Projects are showcasing layers of wood, rattan, stone,

metal �nishes, concrete and various textural fabrics in one room to create a dynamic style that’s full of visual and tactile

interest. 
 

Some pros say supply chain issues during the pandemic helped spawn the trend by forcing homeowners to look locally for antiques and
recycled, repurposed or reupholstered pieces. Photo: Vic Wahby.

9 Playful Traditional Style

In light of many homeowners embracing bright color, wild wallpaper and layered looks, many pros are seeing a

maximalist decor style take hold, speci�cally a perked-up traditional look that combines vintage pieces with lots of

upbeat pattern and wall coverings. Think of it as a traditional style returning in a fun way. Some pros say supply chain

issues during the pandemic helped spawn the trend by forcing homeowners to look locally for antiques and recycled,

repurposed or reupholstered pieces with whimsical details and a pretty patina. 

https://www.houzz.com/magazine/2022-u-s-houzz-bathroom-trends-study-stsetivw-vs~162628467


The #1 Flooring Podcast

The Floor Trends' TalkFloor podcast cultivates a thriving community of professionals who care passionately about

�ooring, from sub�oor to surface. In this podcast, our editors share insights from �ooring retailers, architects,

designers, contractors and suppliers to help the industry make informed decisions and help their businesses grow.

January Highlights

Women in Flooring: Jen Zurn

Jen Zurn, education project manager, Floor Covering

Education Foundation (FCEF), is a mother and wife

�rst, an installer second and an education advocate as

of recently. She intended on joining the military after

high school, but life took her in a different direction.

Listen in as she talks about her unique �ooring

journey, her plans for the future of �ooring in her new

role and the importance of �nding your tribe.

Military in Flooring: Robbie
Bradshaw

In October, the Institute of Inspection Cleaning and

Restoration Certi�cation (IICRC) became part of the

Department of Defense’s Military Housing

Readiness Council which is responsible for making

recommendations regarding policies surrounding

privatized military housing among other things.

Robbie Bradshaw, advocacy lead, IICRC, discusses

the state of current military housing and what the

new legislation means for the future of our Armed

Service members.

ASTM Resilient Standards: What
Installers Need to Know

Dean Craft, principal, ISE Logik, provides an update on

the removal of the pH testing requirement from the

ASTM F710 standard for resilient �ooring installation

over concrete. Much has changed and there is more

to come. Listen as Craft explains why this information

is crucial for �ooring installers.

The Carpet Chemist

Brandon Cerrito, founder, The Carpet Chemist, and

Eric Anderson, president, The Carpet Chemist, talk

through the list of services, how they are partnering

with retailers and how to become a franchisee.

https://www.floortrendsmag.com/
https://www.floortrendsmag.com/media/podcasts/2708-talkfloor-podcasts/play/2178-women-in-flooring-jen-zurn
https://www.floortrendsmag.com/media/podcasts/2708-talkfloor-podcasts/play/2179-military-in-flooring-robbie-bradshaw
https://www.floortrendsmag.com/media/podcasts/2708
https://www.floortrendsmag.com/media/podcasts/2708-talkfloor-podcasts/play/2176-retail-insight-the-carpet-chemist-is-a-one-stop-shop-for-flooring-services
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Below are premium listings from our Buyers Guide. For the complete buyers guide, CLICK HERE.

BU Y E R S G U I DE  PR E MI U M L I ST I N G S
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BU Y E R S G U I DE  PR E MI U M L I ST I N G S

Custom Building Products
10422 Pioneer Blvd. 

 Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670 
 (800) 272-8786

 contactus@cbpmail.net

www.custombuildingproducts.com

to see all product photos, downloads, and more!

CLICK HERE

Custom Building Products is North America's industry leader in �ooring preparation and tile & stone installation systems for

residential & commercial projects.

Product Categories

Additives, Grouts, Mortars And Latex 
 Backer Units, Cementitious 

 Caulks 
 Ceramic/Grout Cleaners & Sealers 

 Ceramic/Stone Tile (Organic & Inorganic) 
 Consultants 

 Grout Colorants 
 Grout Sealers 

 Grouts, Ceramic Tile 
 Grouts, Dry Set 

 Grouts, Epoxy 
 Grouts, Latex Portland Cement 

 Grouts, Portland Cement 
 Installation Tools, Ceramic 

Knee Pads 
 Leveling Compounds 

 Membranes, Waterproo�ng/Crack Isolation 
 Mortar Bonding Agents 

 Mortars 
 Mortars, Epoxy 

 Mortars, Latex Portland Cement 
 Mortars, Portland Cement 

 Mortars, Thin-Set 
 Poured On Cementitious Coating 

 Self Leveling 
 Sound Control Systems 

 Spot & Stain Removers 
 Stone Care Products 

 Tile Cutters, Ceramic 
 Tile Spacers & Templates 

Trowels

Back to premium listings index

https://www.floortrendsmag.com/
https://www.custombuildingproducts.com/
mailto:contactus@cbpmail.net?Subject=
https://www.custombuildingproducts.com/
http://www.floortrendsmag.com/directories/2169-directory-buying-guide/listing/7931-custom-building-products
http://www.floortrendsmag.com/directories/2169-directory-buying-guide/listing/7931-custom-building-products


BU Y E R S G U I DE  PR E MI U M L I ST I N G S

Floorzap
77 Sugar Creek Ctr. Blvd.

Sugar Land, TX 77494

(800) 556-5678

sales@�oorzap.com

www.�oorzap.com

 

to see all product photos, downloads, and more!

CLICK HERE

Floorzap is a Flooring & Remodeling business management software system. Its simple & comprehensive quoting & invoicing

system helps you easily convert clients into jobs. Floorzap will help you manage each job from start to �nish while tracking costs &

pro�t, giving you complete control over your bottom line.

Product Categories
Computer Software/Systems

Back to premium listings index

https://www.floortrendsmag.com/
https://www.floorzap.com/
mailto:sales@floorzap.com%20?Subject=
https://www.floorzap.com/
http://www.floortrendsmag.com/directories/2169-directory-buying-guide/listing/11573-floorzap
http://www.floortrendsmag.com/directories/2169-directory-buying-guide/listing/11573-floorzap


BU Y E R S G U I DE  PR E MI U M L I ST I N G S

Küberit USA
507 Wilhite St. 

 Florence, AL 35630 
 (888) 284-7567

info@kuberitusa.com

www.kuberitusa.com

 

to see all product photos, downloads, and more!

CLICK HERE

Küberit designs & manufactures innovative �oor & wall pro�les with multiple �nishes, functions, shapes, & installation methods,

raising the aesthetic of every space with functional solutions.  Organized within just seven categories, Küberit pro�les are easily

selected, addressing needs for every project, design, & surface.  Küberit – every pro�le tells a story™.

Product Categories
Expansion Joint Systems

Molding, Trim, Binders, Metal

Stair Treads, Nosings, Risers, Metal

Transition Dividers

Back to premium listings index

https://www.floortrendsmag.com/
https://www.kuberitusa.com/
mailto:info@kuberitusa.com?Subject=
https://www.kuberitusa.com/
http://www.floortrendsmag.com/directories/2169-directory-buying-guide/listing/11556-kuberit-usa
http://www.floortrendsmag.com/directories/2169-directory-buying-guide/listing/11556-kuberit-usa


BU Y E R S G U I DE  PR E MI U M L I ST I N G S

Lonseal Inc.
928 E. 238th St.

 Carson, CA 90745
 (800) 832-7111

 orders@lonseal.com

www.lonseal.com

to see all product photos, downloads, and more!

CLICK HERE

Over 49 years of durability & performance in a variety of commercial industries, Lonseal® offers a unique selection of resilient sheet

vinyl in exterior & interior, embossed, smooth, sport & wood-grain surfaces. We have a range of unique applications & our products

are speci�ed by architects & designers nationwide.

Product Categories
Epoxy

Green Flooring, Commercial Products

Gym Floor Finishes

Heterogeneous Vinyl

Homogeneous Vinyl

Inlaid Sheet Vinyl

Resilient Floors

Rotovinyl Sheet Vinyl

Rotovinyl, Cushioned

Seam Sealers, Sheet Vinyl

Sheet Vinyl, Exterior

Sports & Recreation Surfaces, Resilient, Rubber, Wood
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E D IT O R ' S  L E T T E R
By Beth Miller, Managing Editor

2023: The Year of Change

Let’s agree that 2023 is going to be the year of change.

What are you planning to change for 2023? I don’t mean adding kale to your diet or making use of that Thighmaster

from 1985. Have you taken the time to evaluate what’s working and what’s not working in your business and in your

work�ow? FCI magazine is making some changes.

FCI TV is here! It’s a platform where �ooring installers can share videos of their favorite tips and tricks on a variety of

topics and help others up their install game. Each month we’ll highlight new tips and tricks across all of FCI’s channels.

Let’s show off those skills, folks!

Back in October’s Editor’s Letter, I challenged all of you to send me your story. I want to know how you are passing on

your trade legacy. So, for 2023, What’s in my Truck is changing to What’s My Legacy. For this month, Eduardo Felipe

Martinez shares how he is exposing his 2-year-old daughter to �ooring installation. Be sure to check that out.

What would a new year kickoff be without new tools, technology and equipment? Just in time for Surfaces, some of the

biggest names in tool and equipment innovation provide a sneak peek of what will be available this year. Many of you

have expressed that you need help with your businesses and work�ow processes. Be sure to spend some time reading

over the technologies that are available to �ooring installers to help you be more ef�cient and make more money.

Everyone, huddle up. Let’s agree that 2023 is going to be the year of change. There are so many resources available to

each of you that there is no room for excuses. So, share. Share those tips. Share your stories. Seek out new ways to

make your install life easier and better. Now, go!

https://www.fcimag.com/
https://www.fcimag.com/articles/96847-installers-send-us-your-installation-videos
https://digitaledition.floortrendsmag.com/october-2022/fci-editors-letter/?oly_enc_id=0140A5883212G6U
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C O N T R A C TO R  S P OT L I G H T

Robert Hartmann of

Jason Roberts Services

By Beth Miller

Jason Roberts Services focuses primarily on industrial level projects where they perform restoration type work,

specializing in resinous �ooring, concrete polishing and decorative overlays. They were brought in by Laticrete to

complete the Autostrada showroom project, which won the FCI Installation Awards Toppings and Overlays category.

Starting out doing pool decks and patios, Robert Hartmann, co-owner, walks us through the family's business history

and some of the challenges they face in these large-scale projects.

https://www.fcimag.com/
https://www.uofcts.org/
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What’s New for 2023: Tools,
Tech and Equipment

By Beth Miller

Is it time to replace that old angle grinder, or do you need help with a website? Perhaps you are looking for a better way

to measure and track moisture. No matter what you are looking for, 2023 is shaping up to be a year jam-packed with

new innovations for all of your install needs. Here is a sneak peek at what is to come.

BIHUI/Better Tools

BIHUI-USA by Better Tools continues its ongoing release of new products to serve the professional tile and large

format installer with the launch of a range of cutting, grinding and battery-operated tools.

The 1400 watt 5” Variable Speed Angle Grinder is designed for drilling, cutting, beveling, milling, grinding and polishing.

Accessories are also available such as diamond blades, grinding cup wheels, diamond mills, diamond bits and a dust

extracting system. Part #: AG1400A

The Automatic Electric Tile Cutting Machine cuts up to 1 ⅛” thick tiles with 47 ¼” cutting length. Part #: TCSA1200

The Multiangle Tile Space Regulator can be used for inside and outside corner space adjustments and standard space

adjustments. Part #: LFTFV6 

BIHUI’s 21V Lithium-ion Battery Vibration Tile Beater is the �rst in a series of 21V Lithium-ion battery powered

tools. Part #: LFTBA-Plus

For more information, visit bihuitools.com. 
 View these products at TISE Booth #4485.

Crain

The Mini Stretcher is great for pattern matching and fast restretching without tubes and seam repair. The features

include a stretch-lock button, two fully pivotable gripper heads, open top wall blade for fast tucking and a carrying case.

The gripper heads and wall blade are quickly connected onto either end using the push-button lock pins. The tall seam

repair legs that create a work area to run an iron beneath are sold separately (No. 519).

The new 280 Air Lifter moves heavy appliances with ease. The new and enhanced air release valve allows for total

control of the 800 lb. lifting action. Slide the load plates under the load, turn on the blower, and the air plates in�ate,

lifting the load. An upgraded blower strap allows for more comfortable wear and use. New all-in-one carrying bag keeps

tool organized and protected.

For more information, visit craintools.com.
 View these products at TISE Booth #4381.

Floorcloud

Available as a mobile app and desktop software, Floorcloud’s jobsite monitoring technology is designed to work over a

cellular network. This capability allows contractors, big and small, the option to view data related to a speci�c jobsite

prior to �ooring installation, or it can be utilized to monitor a space after the job has been completed to ensure that

proper relative humidity and temperature are being maintained.

How It Works

Censors are placed on the wall at a jobsite just like a thermostat. These censors have a QR code on them that can be

scanned and linked to the software. At that point, the contractor has the ability to monitor the jobsite conditions from

anywhere a cellular signal is available.

The contractor then goes into the app and selects all of the products utilized in the project from a list of manufacturers

that is preset into the database—the primer, patch, self-leveling underlayment, adhesive and the �ooring. The onsite

conditions are then compared every hour to the speci�cations that the manufacturers have set for the chosen products.

If conditions exceed the specs determined by the products, a push noti�cation is sent to the contractor’s phone, alerting

them of the temperature, relative humidity and/or dewpoint change.

Floorcloud recently partnered with the National Wood Flooring Association to offer hardwood acclimation monitoring.

The equilibrium moisture content (EMC) calculator will help �ooring installers and contractors determine if the

hardwood �ooring is acclimated for that speci�c jobsite at that exact time. This technology requires the use of a Tramex

or Wagner meter. The EMC calculator makes use of pre-programmed moisture levels set for each region. After selecting

the region, the software will indicate whether or not the moisture readings are within spec for that particular region.

Onsite conditions and EMC readings can be shared instantly with any member of the team via the app or desktop

software.

For more information, visit �oorcloud.com.
 Test drive this technology at TISE Booth #5856.

GoCarrera

Designed to help �ooring installers and subcontractors keep work coming in, match the right installer with the right job

and simplify the payment process, GoCarrera’s cloud-based platform has added a few new features for 2023.

How It Works

Flooring Installers and subcontractors create a free account. They are then assigned what is called a “Hammer Rating.”

This is GoCarrera’s proprietary rating system. The Hammer Rating factors in years of experience, trainings and

certi�cations to then assign �ooring installers a value from zero to �ve, providing a �ooring contractor or retailer a

snapshot of that installer’s abilities and quali�cations.

Included in the platform is a Work Order Management System that matches installers with jobs. Flooring installers and

subcontractors can accept, decline or negotiate each work order, and conversely, retailers and other contractors can

review a list of available installers as well as their work history and Hammer Rating.

Ad Hoc Invoicing is a new feature that allows installers the ability to create an invoice and accept credit card payments

without a work order. Once the invoice is created, the customer receives an email noti�cation where they can pay with

Visa, Mastercard or AmEx.

GoCarrera has added some new payment options. With Preferred Settlement Timing, Installers can choose a settlement

timing based on the real-time needs of their business. Three payout options are available: Economy: Funds typically

settle in �ve to six business days for 2.5% at time of settlement. Standard: Funds settle in roughly two business days for

3% per transaction. Same-Day: Funds settle within the same business day when the Lien Release is signed before noon

CST.

Recently added is a Maps feature where installers can search for available work anywhere in the U.S. Installers can view

jobs and place a bid and even negotiate a price.

For more information, visit gocarrera.com.

Gundlach

OTTOVAC is a battery powered suction cup designed to lift and move tile, glass and any other material that has a

smooth, �at and non-porous surface and slightly textured surfaces. The 8" suction cup works on four AA batteries with

no manual pumping required. OTTOVAC has a built-in pressure sensor with an internal, smart, automatic start/stop

function. When the vacuum in the base of the suction cup reaches -55kPa, the pump will automatically stop after a

three-second delay, and when the vacuum level drops below -55kPa, the pump will automatically restart until reaching

the required pressure during operation. OTTOVAC has a pressure gauge to monitor suction and a maximum lifting

capacity of 220 lbs. OTTOVAC weighs 2.7 lbs. and comes with a plastic carrying case. Batteries are not included.

Mud Scrub is designed to quickly remove thinset mortar from mixing paddles and buckets. Instead of using your hands,

attach the Mud Scrub to your mixing drill. No specialized bucket, drill or attachments are needed. Easily clean the bucket

and paddle between mixes per the thinset manufacturers’ instructions. It saves on the cost of replacing buckets, mixing

paddles and sponges and signi�cantly reduces water consumption used for cleanup. Made in U.S.A.

For more information, visit benojgundlachco.com.
 View these products at TISE Booth #4283.

iQ Power Tools

New for 2023 is the IQ 228 Cyclone 7” dry cut, tabletop, tile saw with integrated dust control for large-format tile. No

water is required. No dust. Tile installers can cut in the same area where the material is being installed. It is lightweight

at 36 lbs. and is easy to transport. Installers can rip cut 18” with a rolling table and 18” without a rolling table. It is ideal

for backsplashes, bathrooms and showers. It meets OSHA requirements for silica PEL.

The CB-060 Cove Base Groover makes perfect grooves to form outside or inside corners on a wide variety of cove base

pro�les. The innovative design gives the installer the ability to quickly groove both toe and toeless cove base pro�les

with heights ranging from 2 ½" to 6 ¼". The grooving depth, grooving length and clamp tightness are all adjustable to

allow for maximum precision and professional results.

For more information, visit iqpowertools.com.
 View these products at TISE Booth #5355.

Lignomat

It is important to keep track of moisture in the �oor covering and sub�oors and measure the relative humidity. All can

be accomplished with the equipment in the V24-KM (+E16) package.

The Ligno-VersaTec is a pin/pinless-RH meter with multiple calibrations for different wood species and other materials.

Accuracy and reliability are guaranteed through Lignomat’s measuring technology for moisture and humidity.

The depth electrode E12 allows for measuring sub�oors without removing the �oor planks. The inspect electrode E14

allows for measuring the hardest �oor coverings such as strand bamboo. The electrode E16 is mainly used for probing

concrete �oors up to 7” deep with instant results. The basic accessories are included for testing concrete using the RH

in-situ method. For measuring ambient conditions, the Ligno-VersaTec can be used as a precision, fast-acting thermo-

hygrometer.

For more information, visit lignomatusa.com.
 View these products at TISE Booth #4358.

National Flooring Equipment

The newest walk-behind scraper from National Flooring Equipment is a game-changer. The Rogue is an all-electric

scraper with precision steering, speeds up to 150 ft. per minute and fully adjustable blade angle at the touch of a

button. Designed for hard and soft goods removal, this powerful scraper tops out at 465 lbs. with enough removable

weight for easy transport up and down stairs.

For more information, visit nationalequipmentdirect.com.
 View this product at TISE Booth #4475.

QEP

The QEP Xtreme battery powered Electric Suction Cup retains its suction for up to 48 hours when its battery is fully

charged. With holding strength of up to 220 lbs., a built-in sensor will automatically detect the air level in the vacuum

and automatically operate to maintain its absorption power. The Xtreme Electric Suction Cup can be used in handling all

non-porous materials including glass, granite and marble, ceramic and porcelain tiles, sheet metal, dry wall, hard

surfaces and even household items. Protective cover is included with durable carrying case.

The Roberts 24" Steel Tool Box is built with a heavy-duty steel construction and a premium �nish. It features a storage

tray that doubles as a seaming weight, inset side handles for carrying and plenty of room to store all your �ooring tools.

For more information, visit qep.com.
 View these products at TISE Booth #1747.

Roomvo

The Roomvo visualizer tool is designed for anyone who manufactures, sells, designs or installs residential and

commercial interior products. Currently, Roomvo offers visualization of �ooring, including tile and carpet, rugs,

countertops, wallpaper, paint and even art.

Whether you are a �ooring retailer or installer, the Roomvo visualizer tool allows customers access to all of the

products you sell or install. Perhaps you are a �ooring installer with a boutique showroom that offers up a curated

selection of products. Those products can be uploaded to the visualizer tool and accessed by customers for free by way

of the Roomvo widget placed on your site. Don’t have a website? Roomvo offers professional websites that include the

visualizer tool, starting at $20 per month.

How It Works

Customers click the “See our products in your space” widget. A window opens that asks them to begin by selecting the

product they wish to view in the space. They have the option to browse all of the products offered. Next, they take a

photo of the space in which they wish to see the new products, or they can choose from a selection of preset images.

Lastly, the new product or products auto populate the appropriate surface, allowing the customer to see a new �oor or

new rug.

The free Roomvo visualizer tool can be upgraded to offer a call to action to drive leads for $100 per month. This lead

generation tool appears as a “Book Appointment” or “Free Flooring Estimate” button that opens up to a form,

requesting contact information, which products the customer is interested in and the details of the project.

For more information, visit get.roomvo.com.
 Test drive this technology at TISE Booth #5419.

Rubi Tools

The new Slab Cutter G3 is a manual cutting system for hand cutting large-format porcelain tiles with thicknesses

between 1/8" and 3/8" and up to 10 ft. long. Included is a scoring wheel carriage, adjustable pliers, three aluminum

guides with two non-marking suction cups per guide and a carrying case.

Rubi TZ tile cutters represent a breakthrough in manually cutting tiles by combining the latest generation of materials

and an innovative design. The Rubi TZ-1800 is the most advanced ceramic and porcelain tile cutter on the market with a

breaking system that provides up to 3300 lbs. of pressure. The TZ series delivers smooth, accurate scoring due to the

patented design of the head guidance system. Due to the increased popularity of large formats, Rubi developed the new

TZ-1800 with the capability to cut tiles up to 70" straight and 47"x47" in diagonal.

For more information, visit rubi.com.
 View these products at TISE Booth #5635.

Traxx

Traxx’s industry classic �xed blade carpet and utility knives have added a colorful safety coating. They have combined a

non-slip colored safety coating with bright new colors—green, orange, pink and blue—for easy identi�cation on the

jobsite and in the tool box. Their angled design allows for precise control when making cuts. They feature blade storage

in the handle, a d-ring closure and an internal foam blade lock on the carpet knife that prevents the stored blades from

moving around and becoming dull.

Traxx Enhanced Seam Weight is now available in bright colors—green, orange, pink and blue—for easy identi�cation on

the jobsite. The original purpose of a seam weight was to compress the carpet backing into the seam tape adhesive. The

enhanced purpose of a seam weight is to remove heat and moisture while compressing the carpet backing into the

adhesive. Each weight contains 363 holes in the base to allow for the rapid release of heat and moisture. Each dumbbell

weighs 12.5 lbs.

For more information, visit traxxcorp.com.
 View these products at TISE Booth #4563.

Wagner

Wagner’s Floor Sentry is an electronic, Bluetooth-enabled data logger for wood �oors that helps you monitor the

environmental conditions surrounding your engineered or solid wood �oor. Whether your wood �oor is in a home or a

commercial building, when you use Floor Sentry you’ll know when there are any changes to its ambient environment. If

either the temperature or the relative humidity falls outside the desired range for proper �oor care, the Floor Sentry

will alert you by automatically delivering a Bluetooth noti�cation to your mobile device.

How It Works

Floor Sentry works by embedding a credit card-sized sensor on the underside of a wood �oor plank. Once it’s installed

it starts collecting temperature and relative humidity data via a wireless connection to the Wagner Sentry app.

Floor Sentry is small and can be installed in a shallow cavity on the underside of one �oor plank. You can create this

cavity by using a woodworker’s routing tool. Place the Floor Sentry in this cavity and then place the plank. The

installation guide provides detailed instructions that will walk you through this.

Download the Wagner Sentry app. The app is available for both iOS and Android devices. Open the app, give the Floor

Sentry device a unique name, make any necessary adjustments to the default settings, and then begin monitoring and

data logging the temperature and relative humidity of the wood �oor.

For more information, visit wagnermeters.com.
 Test drive this technology at TISE Booth #4416.

Wolff

The Railcut track tool with height adjustable blades allows one pass cutting on thicker vinyl and rubber �ooring. With

the built-in track, the use of a straight edge and knife are no longer needed. By pushing the tool on the rail to cut, the
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W H AT ’ S  M Y  L E G A C Y

Eduardo Felipe Martinez
Fort Worth, Texas

By Beth Miller

Eleanor helps daddy load �ooring installation supplies into the shopping cart before heading to a job. Video: Eduardo Martinez.

Eduardo Felipe Martinez, Owner, Martinez Commercial Flooring Service

My parents immigrated to California in the early 1980s, but I was born in Florida. I'm the youngest of six. I've been

installing for almost 16 years which began with me working summers and weekends with my dad. My father was an

installer but was never passionate about making it a career path. To him, it was work; however, he had a great work

ethic. To me, it's chess, and it's a lot of fun.

I've always been comfortable in commercial �ooring—VCTs, carpet tiles, glue-down carpet and LVT.

My daughter is named Eleanor Belle Martinez. She is 2-years-old. She loves helping me with anything I’m doing

especially �xing bicycles. I love teaching her to work with her hands.

At only 2-years-old, Eleanor is already being exposed to the trades.
Photo: Eduardo Martinez.
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F L O O R  AC AD E MY B R IE F IN G
By Kyle Hedin

What Can’t You See?

BRO Vector/iStock/Getty Images Plus via Getty Images.

There is a post on Facebook about Abraham Wald that has circled a few times. Wald was born in Romania in 1902, the

son of a Rabbi and Kosher baker. He had a proclivity towards mathematics from the beginning, and it was quickly

recognized. He studied at the University of Vienna. With Austria in economic distress in 1933 and his studies

completed, there was no way he could get a job offer from the University. He ended up working for the Austrian

Institute for Economic Research. This led to a job offer in Colorado Springs, Colorado, for the Cowles Commission.

Only a few months later he got an offer for a professorship in New York at Columbia University, and he was on the

move again. This is where the story gets interesting.

While at Columbia, Abraham was put in the top-secret Statistical Research Group (SRG). The SRG assembled some of

the most brilliant statisticians at the time. One of the largest problems this group was presented with during WWII was

how to better protect airplanes from being shot down. The government brought the group a bunch of data they thought

would be helpful to �guring out where to place extra armor on the planes. You can’t just add armor all over the plane, it

would then be too heavy.

The data they had to look at showed that the fuselage would receive the most bullet holes per square foot. Next in line

was the fuel system. When looking at the data, it would appear that the armor needs to go in those two spots. This is the

genius of Abraham Wald, he looked at the data and said the armor should go where the bullet holes are not. His

reasoning is that the bullet counts are not higher in other areas because it is causing the plane to go down, therefore

you can’t get the data from the planes that do not return.

The ability to stop and analyze a problem from a 30,000-foot view is something more contractors need. We get so

caught up in the moment. Things need to be done now, and they need to be done quickly, cheaply and on time. I’m here

to say that isn’t the case. Sometimes the solution is to step back and look at the data in order to �x your problems. My

guess is though, that most of you don’t have any data. You get a check for $10,000 and then you have to buy some

materials and pay some employees and there is $4,500 left. You now have $4,500. No, no you don’t. You need to pay

overhead, taxes, insurance, future vehicles and tools, etc. Many a contractor spends the entire $4,500 and ends up

wondering why they can’t get ahead in life.

So, where do you start with tracking your numbers? You can go back and review my business budget calculator tool.

This will get you making enough money to cover overhead, pay yourself and be pro�table. Now, we really need to dig

into the numbers, and you need to start job costing your projects. It’s a new year, and we are organized after setting up

our folder system last month. Let’s add another new task. You can download the job costing spreadsheet from

www.�ooracademypod.com/�les.

What is job costing? Job costing looks at exactly what it took to do a project. You will need to track what you sold the job

for, how much the materials cost, how many hours you think the project will take, how many hours the project actually

took, add in any change orders and more, track fuel usage and costs. All of this gets applied to show how much actual

pro�t a project is making you.

We often think a task will take 10 minutes or an hour. Low and behold, we are many times wrong. If you can’t accurately

predict how long a project or task will take you, how do you properly bid it? Once you start studying the numbers of

your business, you can’t unsee them. Your business can truly come alive at that point because you will begin to

understand how it all works. You can see which type of projects are the most pro�table for you. If you are a contractor

who does multiple �oor types, then you may �nd you are doing way better on one or two types than the others. That

would mean you need to increase your rates for the ones you are lacking on so that you can be just as pro�table. My

time is worth the same amount no matter what I am doing. Driving to the store, installing �ooring, ripping out carpet,

etc. They all take up my time, and my time is the only thing I have to sell. It should be sold at a premium and at a standard

rate. There is no exception to the rule. I shouldn’t make more or less on one type of covering than another.

Alright, I will take that last part back. There are exceptions for how much to make on different types of �ooring but not

in the way you think. If I am handling tile that costs $50 per square foot, then you better believe my rate is going to be

way higher than my standard rate to install a $3 per square foot tile. The liability is that much more and that needs to be

considered. This goes back to job costing. If you truly know your costs, then you can truly �nd your liability and

pro�tablity.

Make sure you are getting all the data you can so you can start seeing the areas you need to collect data on or the data

that is missing because it didn’t make it back to base. You deserve to run a business that makes money above and

beyond providing you a paycheck. “Pro�t” is not a dirty word, and you are entitled to plenty of it for taking the risk of

running a business.

https://www.fcimag.com/
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PROFLEX® Products Inc.

1603 Grove Ave.

Haines City, FL 33844
 (877) 577-6353

 sales@pro�ex.us

www.pro�ex.us

to see all product photos, downloads, and more!

CLICK HERE

PROFLEX® Products, Inc. manufactures state of the art products that can assist with water vapor reduction, sound control, & crack

suppression. PROFLEX® also manufactures adhesives & thinset mortars to ensure proper adhesion to our membranes & enabling us

to offer system warranties up to a lifetime.

Product Categories 

Additives, Grouts, Mortars And Latex 
 Adhesive Removers 
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